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How are We doing?

In the last issue of Dossier I opened with, “It’s an exciting time here at RKG!” referring 
to our recent sale to Merkle. At that time, our commitment to each of our clients was to 
continue to drive the performance of their marketing programs. Through the acquisition 
this commitment remains and is strengthened. 

Merkle is the world’s largest independent performance marketing agency. We remain 
technology-enabled and data-driven. As part of Merkle, we’re able to bring a wider range 
of services to our clients, with greater depth, and across a global footprint. Our collective 
scale also brings greater leverage, which over time will bring benefits to each of our clients. 

We’re now one of the three largest agency buyers of media on Google globally. During 
Facebook’s Q3 earnings call, Sheryl Sandberg, Facebook’s COO, referenced our 
breakthrough work for MetLife.

Of most importance, from the results we see and the feedback we’ve had individually, 
Merkle | RKG’s clients have collectively had their best ever and largest holiday results to 
date.

Having said all of that, we’d appreciate hearing from you on how we’re doing. My email 
address is ggallate@merkleinc.com. I welcome your feedback as do each and every team 
member at Merkle | RKG. 

Highlights from this issue

I wanted to highlight two articles of this current Dossier that I found particularly interesting. 
The first is by John Negrau on using personas to sharpen SEO and content focus. In this 
article, John provides a high-level overview of what personas are and why they are valuable 
for SEO and content strategy. 

A second is by David Braun on performance creative. Dave’s company, New Control, 
joined Merkle a few months before RKG. They are the leaders in performance-based, ROI-

driven creativity. We’re excited to be working with him and his team. His article goes into 
the creative philosophy that the New Control team has brought to Merkle. A part that 
resonates most with me is that ‘good’ creative isn’t subjective. Through understanding 
message clarity, and with the depth of experience our creative team now has, we can 
predict what will work and what won’t.

Upcoming merkle and merkle | rkg events

Our clients and friends tell us that one of the most important and effective ways to stay 
current is through the Summits and Roadshows we host. These have been significantly 
expanded for 2015. The next three events are: 

merkle’s West coast retail exchange is April 14-15 in San Francisco. Several of our retail 
clients have already registered.

We continue to host the merkle | rkg Summit. We’re expanding on last year’s format with 
a wider range of performance marketing topics and more platform speakers. The summit is 
May 19-21 in Charlottesville. If you’ve not registered, please do so at http://rkg.co/summit15.

merkle’s performance marketing executive Summit is June 15-17 in Chicago. This is 
our largest event for the year.

If you’d like to attend these events or have questions, please contact Dalton Dorné at 
ddorne@merkleinc.com. 

In closing, as always, I want to thank you for your business and continued interest in 
Merkle | RKG. Please don’t hesitate to get in touch. I value your input.

George Gallate
CMO, Merkle
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GeorGe micHie

Performance marketing is one of the more puzzling buzzwords to arise over the past decade. 
What were we doing before? Is there some other kind of marketing (non-performance 
marketing?) that is not aimed at driving results for a brand?

Foolish nomenclature aside, the idea is that the impact marketing has on consumer 
behavior is far more easily measured now than it used to be, and that should influence how 
brands spend their marketing dollars. This was a sea change for traditional agencies and 
brand advertisers, and it sparked the adoption of a new term, but it was familiar ground to 
traditional direct marketers. 

However, while measured performance allows online marketing to be more scientific, 
encouraging brand advertisers to act more like direct marketers than ever before, structural 
differences in businesses mean the definition of “performance” has to be tailored to each 
brand. 

Some companies can come very close to connecting individual ad impressions to their 
P&L, while others face barriers that require a more nuanced view of their KPIs, lest a 

pure direct response focus lead them to 
miss opportunities to grow their brands 
profitably.

There are at least four fundamental 
differentiators between businesses that 
must affect how they judge performance, 
and how much focus should go on “close 
to the P&L” metrics vs engagement 
metrics:

direct vs. indirect 
cOnnectiOn tO cOnsumers

Many brands do not have a direct 
connection with the end user of their 
goods and services. Pepsi, Adidas, 
Paramount Pictures, Chevrolet, Intel, 3M 
and so forth sell their goods and services 
through intermediaries. Their customers 
are primarily their distributors, not the 
end users of their products. However, 
their marketing is primarily directly to 
the end user. This creates a fundamental 
disconnect between marketing activities 
and consumer behavior that changes 
the way these brands must think about 
performance metrics.

For example, Pepsi doesn’t have customer 
data with end user information for each 
can it sells. It cannot tell whether I am a 
frequent buyer, a sometimes buyer, or a 
Coke loyalist. Pepsi could send targeted 
advertising messages to individuals, but 
it would have no tight mechanism for 
measuring whether the ad I saw impacted 
my buying behavior. 

They can, and of course do, use media 
mix studies to gauge the overall efficacy 
of advertising campaigns, but that isn’t 
reliant on tracking the ads I’ve seen to my 
behavior with the brand. The metrics that 
can be tracked online will have no directly 
measureable impact on Pepsi’s P&L.

In contrast, Expedia knows its customers 

very well. Its customers have accounts 
that they log into to transact business and 
they willingly give Expedia their contact 
information as a necessary precondition 
for doing business. Expedia’s ability to 
connect marketing efforts directly to 
performance outcomes is exceptionally 
strong. As such, it should have much 
greater faith that the return on advertising 
it measures is an accurate reflection of the 
truth.

How customers buy goods and services 
can also make the connection between 
a brand and its customers more tenuous. 
Buffalo Wild Wings could log information 
about customers who pay with credit 
cards, but not those who pay with cash. 
Any customer database they have would 
be incomplete as a result.

bAlAnce between custOmer 
AcquisitiOn & wAllet-shAre 
mArKeting

United, Amazon, Walmart and Disney 
focus mostly on wallet share as there aren’t 
many new customers out there for them, 
and there is much more wallet share to be 
had from each of its existing customers. 
They have varying degrees of connectivity 
with customers (Amazon at the high end, 
Disney at the low end), but if they had 
strong CRM data they would be able to 

While measured performance 
allows online marketing to 
be more scientific, structural 
differences in businesses 
mean the definition of 
“performance” has to be 
tailored to each brand.
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connect the dots between the marketing 
their customers have seen and the actions 
those customers take. 

Direct marketing metrics can make sense 
for these types of brands as most of their 
growth will come from generating more 
sales from current customers. However, in 
the case of ubiquitous brands with few new 
customers to go get, broadcast marketing 
is also a pretty cost-effective means of 
remaining top-of-mind with customer 
bases. 

Catalogers and non-profits know that 
while their customer file is not close to 
being “everyone,” their ability to grab 
incremental wallet share from existing 
customers is generally the best use of 
marketing resources available.

However, for companies with retained 
relationships with customers (DISH, 
Netflix, Microsoft, Sprint, Allstate), most 
marketing dollars are focused on new 
customer acquisition, not on selling more 
to existing customers. These brands 
may have a terrific connection with their 
customers, but their customers aren’t the 
primary target of their marketing efforts 
because these brands already have close 
to 100% wallet share for the services they 
provide. The growth of the brand will 
necessarily come from adding to the 
customer list, not selling more to their 
existing customers.

When the primary targets of your 
marketing are existing customers 
and you have a tight connection 
between your brand and customers, 
your ability to connect marketing 
activities to results is strong.

When your primary marketing 
goal is new customer acquisition, 
connecting the dots between 
marketing activities and outcomes 

is still possible if the marketing activities 
themselves can be precisely tracked 
(easy for online and direct mail, but hard 
to currently impossible in broadcast 
media) and you have strong internal 
connectedness. This is not always the case, 
however.

internAl cOnnectivity 
chAllenges

Even for brands that have direct connection 
with their customers and prospective new 
customers, the degree to which they can 
tie marketing efforts to specific consumer 
behavior varies significantly based on how 
they bring in sales.

It is pretty easy for Netflix to centralize 
CRM data and tie sales events to the 
online marketing touches preceding the 
sale. Netflix takes all the sales directly (no 
intermediary) and essentially all sales are 
taken in one (virtual) place.

It is much more of a challenge for Home 
Depot where offline POS systems have 
to connect to each other and the website 

the easier it is for 
brands to track 
all avenues of 
conversion, the more 
confidently they 
can rely on direct 

response metrics 
as their 

measure of 
success. 

takes a material volume of sales directly 
and the call center likely takes a meaningful 
volume of high-ticket consultative sales. 
Domino’s has similar challenges due to the 
volume of phone orders relative to web or 
app sales.

These challenges are not completely 
insuperable, and businesses should invest 
in database solutions that connect these 
threads as well as is practical, but again, this 
is more of a challenge for some businesses 
than others, which must affect the success 
metrics used to gauge performance.

The easier it is for brands to track all avenues 
of conversion, the more confidently they 
can rely on direct response metrics as 
their measure of success. When what you 
measure online isn’t the whole picture, 
online direct response metrics alone do 
not provide good driving guidance.

the cOnsiderAtiOn cycle 
& cOmplexity Of shOpping 
prOcess

When a pipe ruptures in my house, the 
shopping cycle for a plumber is, shall we 
say, “condensed,” relative to the shopping 
process for my next vacation destination. 
I don’t shop for socks or books the same 
way I shop for refrigerators or cars.

This isn’t just a function of price points. I 
can make a pretty informed decision about 
car insurance options in fairly short order. 
With a mattress purchase, by contrast, I 
feel a pretty strong urge to try a few out 
in a showroom before I pull the trigger. My 
wife will also want a say in that decision, 
as it will have long-term consequences for 
both of us, more so than which airline we 
fly next.

The more complex and extended the 
shopping cycle, the less we can trust the 
direct response metrics tied to online 
marketing efforts. Accurately attributing 
conversions to marketing efforts becomes 
more challenging as additional marketing 
impressions come into play, when these 
impressions span both offline and online 
channels, and as the stretch of time 
between impressions becomes longer.

At Merkle | RKG, we believe strongly in 
the importance of using best-in-class 
data-capture techniques and in the use 
of advanced attribution solutions like 
Merkle’s Insights Platform to gain as 
much clarity as possible here, but we also 
acknowledge the inherent imprecision of 
media mix modeling absent reasonably 
comprehensive touch path data. With 
longer sales cycles and greater complexity, 
the quality of touch path data becomes 
strained.
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george michie co-founded RKG in 2003 and now heads Merkle | RKG’s 
data science initiatives, focusing his attention on the challenge of 
integrating marketing efforts systematically and profitably across 
channels. 

to Sharpen Your

seo and content focus

joHn neGrau

the average consumer exists in a state of constant digital disruption with 
seemingly unlimited sources competing for their attention. Adults in the 
us spend an average of nearly six hours a day with digital media alone, 
so how can marketers cut through all of this competition and promote 
increased interaction with their brand?

An increasingly popular and productive technique for improving consumer engagement 
and growing traffic and conversions involves developing well-defined audience personas.

whAt is A persOnA? 

At a high level, a persona is an archetype of your target audience. Alan Cooper2 
informally developed personas in 1983 as a method for creating user-friendly software by 
designing for a specific user. Marketing professionals have adapted his process to define 
demographic and buyer segments. For digital marketers, personas are fundamental to 
creating innovative strategies that drive measureable results.

TIFFANY

HOWARD

MARSHALL

tAKeAwAys

A successful marketing strategy for one 
company may be an awful marketing 
strategy for another. It is one of the great 
difficulties in our industry that “Best 
Practice” books and articles are often 
written based on limited experiences 
with only certain types of companies. 
The recommendations contained therein 
may be fabulous for brands with a certain 
business model, but atrocious for other 
business models, yet it is up to the reader 
to figure out those distinctions.

As we think about performance metrics, 
the same logic applies. For brands that can 
very tightly connect marketing impressions 
and associated expenses to the ultimate 
returns on those investments, it would be 
foolish to spend tons of money beyond the 
point of no return in measurable marketing 
ROI, because what you can measure is 
pretty reflective of the total value. Direct 
metrics that match marketing investment 
to measured returns should rule the day.

For brands that have a much more difficult 
time, for any combination of the reasons 
above, of connecting the dots between 
specific ad impressions and the revenue 
they earn as a result, it would be foolish to 
spend only to the point that the measured 
online ROI makes sense. If there is every 
reason to believe that a large portion of 
the value cannot be connected back to the 
ads that drove it, ignoring that value leads 
to undervaluing the channel and missing 
opportunity. 

These brands should look to other KPIs 

that signal visit quality as proxies for value. 
Studying the relationship between those 
other value signals and actual returns 
through media mix modeling, hold out 
tests, etc. can provide support to a belief 
that untracked value is substantial, and it 
may help make the performance metrics 
look better to the CFO.

The bottom line is this: apparel catalogers 
aren’t stupid for spending most of their 
advertising in highly trackable, highly direct 
response-focused marketing channels 
and avoiding broadcast media. Similarly, 
the Jamaica tourism board isn’t stupid for 
spending most of its marketing dollars on 
targeted broadcast, image-focused brand 
messaging, rather than sending direct 
mail to people who’ve already visited. 

All enduring brands are performance 
marketers, but how we define and measure 
performance is necessarily different. 
Understanding how to think about success 
metrics for your business is a key strength 
of Merkle’s. Let us know if we can help you 
think through yours.

all enduring brands 

are performance 

marketers, but 

how we define and 

measure performance 

is necessarily different. 
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Defining personas is both art and science, 
combining a qualitative understanding of 
emotional triggers with hard, quantitative 
data. As we bring these inputs together, we 
create personas that can then be further 
developed, allowing us to engage them 
at each point in the customer journey with 
well-targeted and effective marketing.

A hypothetical skeleton of a persona might 
be something like “Stylish Sebastian” 
who’s 35 years old, lives in Chicago, is a 
tech entrepreneur, shops twice a week, and 
spends $5,700 annually on fashion. Stylish 
Sebastian needs to stay a little ahead of 
the fashion curve to impress potential 
customers, partners, and especially 
investors, just like he stays ahead of the 
technology curve in his business.

Getting to this level of granularity in persona 
development can be complex, but at its 
core lies the identification of data patterns 
that define, at scale, a fundamental set of 
behavior-driving aspirations and attitudes 
that we can market to.

using dAtA tO define 
persOnAs

At Merkle | RKG, our process of defining 
personas involves gathering and analyzing 

multiple data inputs including keyword 
research, demographic information, 
conversion path analysis, and first party 
data. Working in symphony, these inputs 
offer valuable insight into the goals, 
motivations, search behaviors, and task-
fulfillment needs of our personas and the 
target audiences they represent.

We begin with comprehensive keyword 
research, collecting data from multiple 
sources and aggregating to generate the 
broadest representation of not only the 
brand, but also its competitors and its 
industry. By identifying the patterns most 
commonly employed in organic search, 
the process surfaces actionable takeaways 
for how to best meet those common 
needs through on-page optimizations and 
content development.

Mapping keyword analysis to demographic 
data and other inputs helps us paint a 
robust picture of user behavior and intent, 
allowing us to define and segment our 
most valuable audience personas. We 
can then validate these personas with 
conversion path analysis through usability 
testing. 

Once we’ve identified and analyzed 
relevant personas for a brand, we can 

determine whether these users are able 
to optimally accomplish the set of tasks in 
front of them. Doing so generates insights 
for both seo and content creation that 
allow us to shape tactical improvements 
to user experience flow and information 
architecture. 

using persOnAs fOr seO

The first basic principle listed in Google’s 
quality guidelines is: make pages primarily 
for users, not for search engines. Indeed, 
let’s focus on the users through the lens of 
our personas.

Ensuring that target pages and site 
navigation are optimized for the best 
user experience possible increases the 
probability of engagement. For SEO, 
we want to incorporate keyword triggers 
that resonate with our key personas as 
well as high-value terms that reflect wider 
search demand. Doing so ensures that we 
maximize our potential for visibility within 
the search engine results page (SERP) for 
relevant keywords. 

for instance, consider a case for a 
musical instrument retailer and one of its 
key personas, “Music Marshall”. Music 
Marshall is in his 40’s and remembers the 
olden days with his friends jamming in the 
garage. He wants to rekindle that feeling 
now that he has a lot more disposable 
income, so he decides to buy a drum 
set. But how is he searching? When 
Marshall was growing up it was relatively 
common to call it a “drum kit”, and that’s 
what he types into the search box. The 
instrument retailer’s site navigation and 
on-page content only include “drum 
set” language, however, and are failing 
to fully capture the demand represented 
by Marshall’s variant. Google’s search 
volume estimates show that “drum kit” 
has about a fourth the search volume 
of “drum set,” but the retailer may 

find that a “drum kit” click is more 
valuable thanks to its disproportionate 
use by Music Marshall and his relatively 
well-off cohorts. They will likely face 
less competition for the variant as well. 
Updating on-page elements to include 
alternative versions of the core term 
would help the company corral more of 
the total demand for drums. 

Incorporating relevant language into other 
aspects of your SEO strategy can also 
improve visibility and traffic. For example, 
landing pages or targeted pieces of content 
intended to garner traffic from marketing 
efforts (i.e. an infographic developed and 
published in the resource center of a site) 
would also benefit from incorporating the 
relevant keywords into page titles, meta 
descriptions, header tags, and on-page 
copy. 

A recent conversion path example for 
a retail brand targeting millennials also 
illustrates some important SEO implications.

Music Marshall is in his 40’s and 
remembers the olden days with his 
friends jamming in the garage. he 
wants to rekindle that feeling now that 
he has a lot more disposable income, 
so he decides to buy a drum set.

MUSIC MARSHALL

for Seo, we want to 
incorporate keyword 

triggers that resonate 
with our key personas 

as well as high-value 
terms that reflect wider 

search demand. 

content targeted at 
the consumer decision 
journey is key to 
successfully satisfying 
the demands of an 
identified audience 
segment.

seo & personas content & personas
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“Trendy Tiffany” is a social media 
strategist who shops four times a week, 
but she has a limited budget so she 
has to be a bargain hunter. She craves 
shopping and is looking for “trendy 
clothes”. However, the brand’s highest-
ranking URL for   this query was an 
internal search results page for “trendy 
baby clothes”. A searcher like Tiffany 
would be not be able to realize her 
intended goal on this page. The result 
is that she likely wouldn’t click to the 
page in the first place, and if she did, 
she would almost certainly bounce back 
to the SERP. High bounce rates are a 
signal that a page is poorly matched to 
a query and could hurt search rankings. 
Creating a relevant landing page that 
provides a rich experience for Tiffany 
would provide her with a more optimal 
workflow, reduce bounce rates and 
would be more likely to ultimately lead 
to a purchase.

Purposeful content crafted around a deeper 

understanding of our audience and the 
keywords they use helps search engine 
spiders determine authority and relevance, 
impacting SERPs as well as user engagement 
and conversion. Fostering a compelling 
experience for users while respecting search 
engine best practices is the ideal, blending 
persona, keyword and workflow insights. 

persOnA-driven cOntent 
creAtiOn And mArKeting

Content targeted at the consumer decision 
journey is key to successfully satisfying 
the demands of an identified audience 
segment. Building out personas and 
cultivating a deep understanding of what 
they’re trying to achieve during the journey 
is pivotal in developing a relationship with 
that consumer. 

Instead of just selling, why not inform, 
challenge, entertain, or educate? In short, 
we should meaningfully engage customers 
at each point in the funnel so that when 
they are ready to convert, your brand is 
top of mind and hence top of the list. Let’s 
consider another example:

“Homeowner Howard” and his wife just 
had their first baby and bought a house 
(their tiny apartment just wouldn’t cut 
it anymore). Howard is now the proud 
owner of a big yard and he knows that 
he’s going to need to buy a lawnmower 
at some point. Since he’s never had to 
mow a lawn before, he has a decision 
journey in front of him. 

Homeowner Howard is proactive and 
will be in the information-gathering 
stage at first. Tips on lawn maintenance 
or differences between push mowers 
and riding lawn mowers would resonate 
with him at this point. After he and 
his wife move into their new home 
Howard goes into comparison-shopping 
mode, as he needs to make sound 

financial decisions for his new family. 
Understanding these needs, a home 
and garden equipment brand could 
decide to produce a buying guide or 
comparison piece on the reliability and 
cost of different lawnmower models, 
which would be of keen interest during 
this stage. By doing so, that brand will 
have provided helpful information and 
solutions for Howard through this short 
decision journey, and when he is ready to 
purchase, the brand will be more likely to 
be top of mind.

Equipped with a deep understanding of 
your audience, a comprehensive grasp of 
what they hope to accomplish at various 
stages of their consumer journey, and hard 
data on the queries they’re using to find 
those answers, you’ll be well-positioned to 
create helpful and effective content. 

Targeted content often provides a solution 
to a customer’s goals, and developing 
concepts or topics that have been vetted 
against user data will provide the highest 
opportunity to capitalize on persona task-
fulfillment needs and search demand. 

From there it’s all about putting that asset 
(be it editorial, visual, video, etc.) in play 
through content marketing initiatives, 
which can take many forms, depending 
on the brand and its goals, resources, 
opportunities, and limitations. 

The promotion plan can be designed 
around a plethora of distribution channels 
and tactics appropriate for the scope of 
the campaign. For instance: identifying 
trigger terms and tagging the user with a 
cookie to enable remarketing, leveraging 
paid and organic social platforms, 
publisher and influencer outreach, native 
advertising, email marketing, display 
advertising, traditional print, direct mail, 
events, etc. 

The optimal marketing activity and/or 
response will flow from the foundation 
built to leverage your personas.

cOnclusiOn

We hear it often, and it’s as true as ever: 
deliver the right content, to the right 
person, at the right time. Defined personas 
provide strategic insights into SEO and 
content marketing opportunities if they 
are developed through a comprehensive 
data-centric approach for capitalizing on 
behavior, search, and intent. The messaging 
will be powerful, the user’s experience 
will be compelling, and ultimately, the 
engagement will lead to greater visibility 
and improved conversion rates.

Trendy Tiffany is a social media 
strategist who shops four times a 

week, but she has a limited budget so 
she has to be a bargain hunter. she 
craves shopping and is looking for 

“trendy clothes”. 

TRENDY TIFFANY

HOMEOWNER HOWARD

Homeowner Howard and his wife just had 
their first baby and bought a house. howard 
is now the proud owner of a big yard and 
he knows that he’s going to need to buy a 
lawnmower at some point. 

john negrau oversees Merkle | RKG’s content 
strategies and marketing initiatives for a myriad of 
clients. He has engineered and continues to develop 
scalable solutions focused on creating compelling 
user experiences.
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dave braun

The cold hard truth about direct response marketing is that most users are just looking for 
a reason to ignore any communications sent their way. On average, a customer will spend 
three seconds on a direct mail piece before deciding whether or not to throw it in the 
trash and about one second on the upper left corner of a webpage before shifting focus. 

With the odds against them, how can marketers develop direct response campaigns that will 
engage the user and drive sales, enrollments, leads or whatever their desired results may be?

At Merkle, we follow a set of over 265 creative guiding principles that are proven to enhance 
message clarity and drive response. These principles range from specific, technical rules 
to broader, higher-level best practices and can be applied within any marketing channel in 
order to ensure that creative 
communications clearly convey why 
and how the user should respond.

core principLe:
A clear communication will 
beat a clever concept every 
time

While many agencies focus on 
developing highly conceptual 
marketing communications that 
look to create a meaningful 
connection with the consumer, 
the reality is that most users won’t 
spend the time or effort to interpret 
a “catchy” or “clever” message. In 
direct marketing, message clarity is 
the key to driving response.

For example, when designing 
landing pages, marketers may think 
the more visuals the better – after 
all, isn’t a picture worth a thousand 
words? Not necessarily. If our goal 
is to generate the highest response 
rates, graphics can detract attention 
from why and how to respond and 
should therefore only be used to 
reinforce the offer. Case in point, 
Marriott Rewards demonstrates 
how to use landing page images 
judiciously in the example to the 
right. Here, a single image is able to 
convey an aspirational element that 
words can’t, but doesn’t interfere 
with the main call to action.
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 proven principles for increasing response in Any channel
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rULe #34
be succinct and eliminate everY 
unnecessarY Word.

rULe #179
use visuals onlY to reinforce tHe 
OFFER OR KEY BENEFIT.



For a social channel such as Facebook or Twitter, brands can provide users with a clearer 
message by focusing on one desired action and offering the consumer one avenue to 
respond. While additional hashtags and mentions may help for generating awareness and 
engaging with other users, they can obscure your message when you’re looking to give users 
a clear action to take. In the example tweet below, MetLife is offering life insurance policies. 
By including only one link in their tweet, they’re providing users with a clear response avenue.

core principLe:
identify One main selling point – 
“the single selfish benefit” – and 
say it Again and Again

With message clarity as the cornerstone of a 
direct response strategy, brands should look 
to highlight the “single selfish benefit,” or 
the one thing that will best motivate readers 
and viewers. By clearly and quickly conveying 
to users what benefit they will gain, response 
rates will improve.

This strategy is especially important for 
email, as many users will only see the portion 
of your message that is visible in their email 
preview pane – typically the top left corner. 
By featuring the single selfish benefit and 
response button in the portion of your email 
that will be most visible, readers can quickly 
determine what your offer is and how they 
can respond. In this example from Southwest 
Airlines, the single selfish benefit is 2 free 
flights, and that selling point is clearly visible 
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in the top left corner of the email.

For paid social campaigns, the best way 
to highlight the single selfish benefit is to 
showcase your offer on the image itself, 
which allows it to gain maximum visibility. 
This image from a Nespresso ad presents the 
single selfish benefit – get $50 off a VertuoLine 
machine bundle purchase – alongside the 
product itself. This makes it easy for customers 
to understand the value proposition, and will 
therefore lead to higher response rates. 

core principLe: 
Always clearly Articulate the 
“why” and “how” to respond

While it may seem simple, ad creative 
that clearly messages to a user “why” and 
“how” they should respond is at the core 
of driving higher direct response rates in 
any channel. The goal here is to reduce the 
cognitive commitment needed to interpret 
your message. 

rULe #266
avoid includinG 
OTHER CLICKABLE 
items in tHe 
tWeet to 
reinforce tHe 
desired action. 

for example, 
no @ mentions or 
hashtags.

In a channel like paid search, where we have such a limited number of characters in which 
to convey our message, it’s important to use strong, benefit-driven calls to action. In the 
examples below, the first copy version offers vague promotions: a sale on widgets and 
potential free shipping. The second copy version is more likely to elicit a response, as it’s 
more clear on why and how the user should respond – they can save 40%, but only if they 
shop in the next two days. They are also guaranteed free shipping regardless of order size.

For mobile, marketers can encourage instant response from users by making any button 
large and easy to click. By also featuring the button at the top of the screen, like on this 
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rULe #155
FEATURE OFFER/SINGLE 
selfisH benefit and button 
in tHe previeW pane.

rULe #237
CALL OUT THE OFFER OR KEY 
messaGe on tHe imaGe itself 
to Gain maximum attention.

rULe #268
WITH SHORT PAID SEARCH CHARACTER LIMITS, FOCUS ON “WHY” 
USERS SHOULD CLICK YOUR AD OVER OTHERS. Be specific about your 
value proposition.



George Kamide
Manager, Social & Content

Merkle | RKG

Nick Illobre
Associate Director, 
Performance Media

Merkle 

Graeme Jamieson
Senior Manager, Social & Content

Merkle | RKG 

Michelle Ulizio Alfano
Director, Display Management

Merkle | RKG
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landing page for SonyCard to the right, users don’t have 
to scroll in order to respond to the call to action. This 
results in better user experience and increased clicks.

In the case of display ads, marketers should make sure that 
when using multiple frames, each frame clearly conveys a 
call to action along with how to respond to that offer. Users 
may not view the ad long enough to see all frames, so by 
clearly featuring a button or link in each frame, like in this 
Constellation ad, marketers can maximize response rates.

meaSUring reSULtS & determining 
SUcceSS

As with any channel, it’s important to determine your 
metrics for success and to test multiple creative options 
against these metrics. Even small improvement in response rate can have a huge impact 
for direct marketers operating at scale.

Designed to drive response, these principles can apply within any brand framework. 
Whether your goal is to drive brand action now or to build brand equity over time, message 
clarity is the key to connecting with your target audience.

dave Braun is an industry veteran with nearly two decades of direct and digital marketing experience. As a Senior 
Vice President at Merkle, Dave focuses on providing clients with integrated solutions in the marketing value chain.

Contributors

pUt oUr proven principLeS to tHe teSt and see how they can improve the results 
of your marketing program in any channel. email dave braun at dbraun@merkleinc.com 
or call him at 312-845-2800.
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rULe #155
prominentlY 
displaY a larGe 
button at top 
before scrollinG.

rULe #170
FEATURE BUTTON/
LINK IN EVERY FRAME 
if possible to 
maximize response.

Facebook is the titan of social media and one of the fastest growing 
digital advertising platforms. Between 2013 and 2014, Facebook’s 
revenues increased 58% as advertisers continued to invest ever larger 
budgets across its ad products.

Facebook is also rapidly evolving, both on the advertising and 
organic fronts, making it a monumental task to keep up with all of the 
changes occurring at Facebook and what they mean for a brand’s larger 
digital strategy.

Our resident Facebook experts are here to help with that as we get 
them to answer some of the most important and pressing questions 
about the social media giant.
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Michelle Ulizio Alfano

Although Facebook hasn’t formalized the phase-out of FBX, aggregated 
feedback indicates that the inventory will and should be deprioritized. In 
2012, FBX played an integral role in managing and measuring display 
and Facebook media, but it came with limitations – marketers could only 
track retargeting at the cookie level. Since then, the need and ability 
to manage and measure in that capacity has changed. Marketers are 
finding that leveraging the capabilities of their ad servers and native 
platforms can fill FBX’s absence, and with better results and insights. 

Reports suggest that Facebook may kill FBX or at least deprioritize it. 
Any idea why, and what should big FBX advertisers do about it?

As more Facebook usage takes place on mobile devices, will 
advertisers need to rethink their strategies?

Michelle Ulizio Alfano

Mobile ad products have evolved tremendously. Users are now able to 
convert inline, through actions like installing an app, without the hassle of 
navigating through a more complicated conversion funnel. This ultimately 
provides a better experience for the user and faster ROI for the advertiser. 
The shift to mobile also encourages advertisers to implement strategies like 
using store locator views as a KPI, investing more in a mobile optimized 
site or app, and expanding beyond cookie-based retargeting.

Are there differences in the effectiveness of Facebook ad formats on 
mobile versus desktop? 

Nick Illobre

Even for products that are available for both devices, the user experience 
is different. As a result, advertisers should treat their content and targeting 
differently on different devices. For example, given the greater viewability 
of an ad in mobile, engagement tends to be higher. Desktop ads have 
to fight through the clutter, so content needs to be even more relevant.

How effective are Facebook ad targeting options at delivering the 
right audiences to advertisers?

Nick Illobre

Extremely effective. The sophistication of Facebook’s products coupled 
with its accuracy in its targeting and measurement proves to be unparalleled 
against any other digital channel. 

Michelle Ulizio Alfano

Trying to take something that works well for dynamic retargeting and just 
copying it to run on Facebook. Social platforms are a different space and 
a user’s behavior and interests might be different while they are reading 
articles on cnn.com vs. browsing through their Facebook feed. Advertisers 
should treat Facebook as a separate segment, using appropriate 
messaging and optimizing accordingly.

What is the biggest mistake you regularly see brands making with 
Facebook advertising?

Is Facebook a threat to TV budgets or budgets for other digital channels?

Michelle Ulizio Alfano

We are seeing advertisers shift TV media dollars to scalable, less costly 
publishers that can give them transparent and accurate user-level 
targeting and ROI measurement, regardless of the ad product. Facebook 
is the leader in this arena, so the shift in media dollars is a natural fit.

How might Atlas change social and display advertising in 2015 and 
beyond?

Michelle Ulizio Alfano

Facebook’s acquisition of Atlas has given the ad server an incomparable 
foundation for developing technology and software that will better identify 
and address customer touch-points at the user, and not cookie, level. With 
people-based data as their backbone, Atlas is currently working toward a 
cross-channel measurement stack with media buying capabilities.

Is Facebook uniquely positioned to address the questions of cross-
channel and offline attribution? 

Nick Illobre

Although Facebook is making strides in how marketers should measure 
cross-channel, they are still ill-equipped for measuring the full scope 
of cross-channel with their existing Facebook-only data. This is why 
partnership with companies such as Merkle are valuable for advertisers.

Facebook Advertising
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What role do you see Facebook Product Ads playing and how will 
that impact other Facebook advertising efforts?

Nick Illobre

Product ads are going to be a large contributor to retail advertisers’ 
Facebook campaigns. By onboarding a brand’s product catalog, 
marketers are able to dynamically serve content to users who engage 
with the products on their site. They also present a great opportunity for 
prospecting where marketers can use the content to tell a story for the 
user by either highlighting product benefits, lifestyle, etc. 

What would you tell a Facebook advertising cynic to convince them 
to invest in the channel?

Michelle Ulizio Alfano

Facebook is still a low-cost platform to advertise compared to some of 
the other “premium placements” that have millions of daily visitors, AND 
you have the ability to tailor messaging and targeting segments to get 
closer to achieving “addressability at scale.” This makes it a no-brainer. 
If you haven’t started advertising on Facebook already, you are behind.

Facebook Organic Content

How bad has organic reach on Facebook gotten for brands? Is there 
anything they can do about it? 

George Kamide

Organic reach is effectively down to zero for most brands. And what’s 
more, Facebook is further cracking down on organic posts that have 
what they call “salesy” language. Since the start of the year, posts that 
mention sales, offers, etc. are subject to the clampdown too because 
Facebook interprets those as ads. We’ve said it before, the free party 
is over. I think we’ve come to a point where brands need to approach 
Facebook with two strategies: developing and testing content that really 
extends organic engagement to drive brand awareness and loyalty, then 
using ad spend to boost posts that do well; and employing well-targeted 
paid ads for sales and offers. 

What types of organic content drive the most engagement on Facebook?

Graeme Jamieson

In mid-2014, Facebook updated their News Feed to reflect growth in videos 
viewed on the platform. Since then, video views have doubled to an average 
of more than a billion daily. For now, in terms of the types of content that 
drive the most engagement: see video, followed by photos, links, and status 
updates. But it’s an evolving algorithm, and if all brands game the system, it 
makes for a terrible user experience. Thus, the way to proceed is via testing 
and checking post reach. And be conversational, entertaining, and useful.

What value proposition does Facebook bring to brands that other 
social media outlets do not? 

George Kamide

Scale, along with user habits that have been formed for more than a decade. 
For some brands, their Facebook page is a de facto homepage. Facebook 
is like a storefront and town square rolled into one. We think of Facebook as 
a “community-building” platform. Brands can leverage this incredible level of 
access to build valuable relationships and create a brand-loyal base, or they 
can abuse it, viewing all their “friends” as mere email addresses to spam.

Are younger demographics losing interest in Facebook and, if so, 
what are the implications? 

George Kamide

For a lot of younger users, Facebook is simply de rigueur. However, I do 
think the network is losing out on the content front. Younger users may have 
accounts, but that doesn’t mean they turn to Facebook for the stuff they 
want to see. Facebook’s algorithmic tweaks are perhaps well-intentioned, 
but they’re also inscrutable. That lack of transparency is, I think, off-putting 
to a lot content creators, They’re tired of the rules changing all the time and 
they’re going elsewhere. And with them, the consumers of that content.

Graeme Jamieson

The short answer is yes, and this was acknowledged by Facebook’s 
former CFO, David Ebersman, as far back as Q3, 2013. Where teen 
brands can prepare for success is by: A) interpreting what ‘meaningful’ 
means for teenagers, B) pushing Facebook to mature their ad targeting 
& reporting, and C) investing resources for exploration of emerging 
platforms in this saturated market.
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michelle Ulizio alfano works to develop display partnerships 
for Merkle | RKG’s clients and oversees display initiatives 
across ad networks, exchanges and platforms.

george kamide works closely with clients on creative 
content and social media marketing iniatives. George 
has helped develop Merkle | RKG’s social media best 
practices along with its world-class social audit.

nick illobre is responsible for digital media publisher 
partnership across the Merkle digital agency portfolio and 
focuses on how to innovate with data across all screens. 

graeme jamieson works to evolve the agency’s creative 
capability and social marketing intiatives. He has 
extensive experience managing social and advertising 
campaigns for major brands.

As traffic has shifted from text ads to PLAs, 
paid search analysts have had to change 
the way they think about managing and 
optimizing their search programs because, 
instead of keywords, PLA targets and bids 
are centered around products and product 
categories.

While a great deal has been written about 
segmenting products based on how well 
they perform, there’s little out there on an 
equally important consideration: how to set 
up Shopping Campaigns to account for the 
different types of user queries that trigger 
those products.

One prOduct, A rAnge Of 
pOssible queries

Importantly, any single product we 
advertise using PLAs could be triggered 
by any number of user queries. While 
Google won’t show a ‘Sony KDL48W600B 

Smart LED TV’ product listing for a 
‘panasonic television’ query, there’s a good 
chance they would show that product 
for the queries ‘sony kdl48w600b’, ‘sony 
television’ or even just ‘led television’. It’s 
intuitive that, even if that particular Sony 
model converts great overall, it will convert 
very differently for those three queries.

The data backs this up. In a recent analysis, 
we found that queries that include a 
product manufacturer name and model 
number produce over 70% higher than 
average PLA conversion rates. Just having 
a single numeric value in the search query, 
be it in a SKU, a product size or quantity, 
results in an over 50% higher than average 
conversion rate.

If we can get more exposure for our PLAs 
on the best converting queries and pay a 
little less for the queries that don’t convert 
so well, it’s a clear win.

it’s no secret that google shopping campaigns and the product 
listing Ad (plA) format have become critical to achieving paid search 
success as a retailer. merkle | rKg shows that over the last two years, 
the share of google paid search clicks retailers are generating from 
plAs has increased from 21% to 34%. plA share of non-brand clicks 
is even higher and now stands at nearly 60%.

MARK BALLARD

Google Shopping Campaigns:
What is the biggest mistake you regularly see brands making with 
Facebook content?

George Kamide

Posts that are asking users to do too many things. We regularly see posts 
that are effectively asking users to do three or four things at once: What do 
you think? Share this! Click here! There are two problems here: first, the 
post is so complex that, more than likely, a user won’t do anything; second, 
how will you measure the efficacy of the post? What was more valuable, 
the share, the comment, the click-through? One post, one objective. Again, 
make it easy for the user, and make it easier for you to measure and assess. 

What does brand-building success look like on Facebook?

Graeme Jamieson

Some non-negotiables: A) relevant audience, B) great content, C) real 
interaction. Brands need a relevant audience to convert, build loyalty, 
and record behavior. Great content adds value to relationships, develops 
authority, and impacts share of voice. Real interaction is your ultimate 
‘trust signal’, and it benefits discoverability and grows community. Lastly, 
when looking to build a brand on the platform, be mindful that Facebook 
focuses on user experience and time on site.

What types of metrics should brands use to gauge the effectiveness of 
their social media efforts? 

Graeme Jamieson

Most important is to measure against your objectives. Through our work on 
social audits we’ve seen clients whose goals for social media are variously 
listening and research, marketing and engagement, or sales and CRM. 
These goals are vital to focus the strategies we create, and to shape the 
approach to measurement, i.e. if your aim is ‘product development through 
researching of audience affinities’, don’t concentrate on community growth 
as a barometer of success. Further, we’re keen on accurately attributing 
value: brands forget to use tracking parameters for social – and therefore 
social traffic is often reported as direct traffic. We have fixes for that!



keY diStinction: brAnd vs 
nOn-brAnd

For many retailers it’s also important to 
consider whether the user query that 
triggers a PLA includes the retailer’s own 
brand name, such as ‘best buy’ in the 
query ‘sony television at best buy’. This 
too has implications for how well the traffic 
will convert for the retailer, as well as how 
they choose to value or credit the sale.

While brand searches can produce 
incremental paid search revenue, it is 
helpful to assess their performance in 
a context that takes into account the 
extent to which brand equity achieved 
through other channels contributed to the 
conversions we see. Similarly, retailers may 
choose to bid more aggressively on non-
brand traffic to make a push for new-to-file 
customer growth.

Because text ads are based on an 
advertiser’s chosen keywords, it is relatively 
straightforward to funnel searches on the 
advertiser’s brand name to one set of ads 
and non-brand searches to another.

With PLAs, however, advertisers cannot 
simply tell Google, “If you see my brand 
name in a user’s query, run these PLAs. If 
not, run these.”

Fortunately, advertisers can segment 
brand and non-brand PLA traffic with a 
little bit of effort, some negative keywords, 
and by making use of the campaign 

prioritization options introduced with 
Shopping Campaigns last year.

The approach is relatively straightforward 
and the logic is similar to how we would 
segment for other aspects of user queries 
like the use of a manufacturer brand and/
or model number.

exampLe: segmenting brAnd 
queries frOm nOn-brAnd

Mapping brand queries to one set of PLAs 
and non-brand queries to another, to track, 
analyze and bid them separately, involves 
three basic components:

1. Creating at least two separate Google 
Shopping Campaigns

2. Applying brand terms as negative 
keywords to one set of Shopping 
Campaigns

3. Setting the campaign priority higher 
for the campaign with the brand term 
negatives

In creating a Google Shopping Campaign 
designated for brand traffic, an advertiser 
may choose to duplicate the potentially 
complex targeting structure of their main 
Shopping Campaign or they could simply 
target All Products.

Applying brand terms as negatives to the 
Shopping Campaign designated for non-
brand PLA traffic should be a familiar process 
for any experienced, paid search advertiser.

One special consideration for adding 
brand terms as negatives is that it may 
be particularly important to include 
misspellings, which are common for brand 
searches, but still behave and should 
be weighed differently than non-brand 
searches.

Also, retailers with relatively generic-
sounding brand names face the additional 
challenge of determining where the line 
is between brand and non-
brand, but they likely will 
have faced this issue before in 
creating text ad keywords or 
negatives.

The final major component of 
segmenting brand and non-
brand PLA traffic is to adjust 
the campaign priority settings 
to make the brand campaign 
a lower priority than the non-
brand campaign.

Campaign priority was a 
new feature for PLAs when 
Shopping Campaigns were 
introduced, and importantly, 
it does not affect how Google 
determines the relevancy of 

a product for a particular query. Instead, 
it tells Google which campaign to serve 
a relevant product from if it is eligible to 
serve from multiple campaigns.

By making the non-brand campaign a 
higher priority than the brand campaign, 
non-brand queries will trigger the non-
brand campaign products, even if the same 
product exists in the brand campaign at a 
higher bid.
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On the other side of things, brand negatives 
work as advertised and are effective at keeping 
brand queries from triggering PLAs from our 
designated non-brand PLA campaigns.

HoW Big iS Brand for pLaS? 
it’s nOt Just the clicKs thAt 
cOunt

How important it might be to segment 
brand from non-brand PLA traffic will vary 
from retailer to retailer, but most will likely 
find that brand searches are far less likely to 
trigger PLAs than text ads.

At Merkle | RKG, we find that about 6% of 
PLA clicks are produced by brand queries 
for a set of large, well-known retailers. For 
text ads, brand share of traffic tends to run 
between five and ten times higher.

This makes sense when you consider that 
the most common brand searches are 
navigational queries that include only the 
name of the retailer (‘amazon’) or even their 
web address (‘amazon.com’). These types of 
queries are unlikely to trigger PLAs.

At the same time, average click-through 
rates for PLAs are roughly twice as high as 
those for text ads for non-brand queries. So, 
even when PLAs aren’t completely pushing 
text ads off the page, they have been taking 
a larger and larger share of non-brand clicks 
over time.

Although brand is a relatively small 
contributor to PLA click volume, its relatively 
strong click-through and conversion rates 
can have much larger impacts on how 
an advertiser perceives those particular 
metrics. If brand and non-brand are grouped 
together, this could lead to overspending on 
the non-brand traffic.

It is well worth the trouble of pulling a search 
term report to see how big brand traffic is 
when it comes to driving PLA traffic and 
conversions for your program.

AdApting this ApprOAch

The whole notion that we would set a 
campaign we expect to perform better 
than others at a lower priority may sound 
counterintuitive, but it’s just a function of 
the lack of keyword targeting in Shopping 
Campaigns, and we have to think a bit 
backwards when we are using negative 
rather than regular keywords to segment 
our ads.

This way of thinking, however, opens up 
some additional possibilities for controlling 
and, more importantly, growing our PLA 
programs. Many retailers will find that the 
use of their brand name in queries that 
trigger PLAs is trivial, but few will find that 
the specificity of the query is irrelevant or 
that it makes no difference whether the 
query includes the product manufacturer 
name.

Accounting for other search query 
characteristics like these would follow a 
similar logic and process as segmenting 
brand and non-brand. The key is to give 
higher priority to the campaigns designated 
for capturing poorer performing queries, 
thus, the ones we want to have lower 
bids, and apply negatives appropriately 
for the query elements we are looking to 
funnel to other campaigns. We can then 
bid the campaigns we designate for better 
performing queries higher and capture 
more of only the best traffic.

As with keyword-driven text ads, 
the quality of our PLA analysis, and 
ultimately, performance, depends on 
smart segmentation and ongoing active 
management that seeks to uncover new 
growth opportunities.

mark Ballard heads Merkle | RKG’s research efforts, which 
include managing the production of Dossier, and the 
quarterly RKG Digital Marketing Reports. He is the primary 
editor of the RKGBlog.

google’s ‘mobile-friendly’ Update:

Search Landscape

Maintaining Visibility in the Changing Mobile

* Merkle | RKg analysis of google’s mobile search results, March 2015

merklerkg.com • rkgblog.com

check out our other great content from webinars and 
infographics to our industry-leading blog:

Beginning April 21st 2015, the mobile search landscape will change significantly 
as Google rolls out an algorithm update to expand the use of “mobile-
friendliness” as a ranking factor in its mobile search results. According to one 
Googler, the update will have more of an impact than the Panda or Penguin 
updates did.

Although this change will help ensure a better user experience, there will be 
winners and losers, and if Google doesn’t view your site’s pages as mobile-
friendly, your customers may have a hard time finding you through mobile 
search.

Considering that over 30% of the Fortune 100 and over 20% of the Internet 
Retailer Top 500 sites do not offer a “mobile-friendly” experience*, the impacts 
of this change are likely to be far-reaching. But even if you have a mobile or 
responsive site, some of your key pages could still be impacted – Google is 
evaluating sites on a page-by-page basis.

Read the Merkle report at: rkg.co/mobilefriendly

View the Merkle webinar on-demand at: rkg.co/mobilewebinar

You’ll learn about:
• Tools you can use to identify and diagnose potential issues
• Strategies for improving your site for the long-term
• A comparison between responsive design and alternative solutions
• How to track the effect of the changes

How can you ensure your site is optimized for mobile visibility?

http://rkg.co/mobilefriendly%0D
http://rkg.co/mobilewebinar
http://www.merklerkg.com
http://www.rkgblog.com


Merkle | RKG is a search and digital marketing agency that combines superior marketing 
talent with world-class digital media capabilities to create the industry’s most effective data-
driven digital marketing solutions. Merkle | RKG drives business to clients by maximizing a 
full range of opportunities including paid search, SEO, product listing ads, social media, 
display advertising, and comparison shopping engine management services. Merkle | RKG 
is part of Merkle (merkleinc.com), the largest privately-held customer relationship marketing 
agency in the nation. Merkle | RKG is headquartered in Charlottesville, VA with offices in 
bend, or and boston, ma.

For more information, visit merklerkg.com or follow @merklerkg on Twitter.
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irce
June 2 - 5 | Chicago IL

merkle|rkg roadshow
June 8 | Atlanta GA

digital Brand masterclass
June 9 | Atlanta GA

may 19 - 21, 2015

SUmmit 2015
Merkle | RKG

charlottesville

http://www.merkleinc.com
http://www.merklerkg.com
https://twitter.com/merklerkg
http://www.rimmkaufman.com/resources/talks-events/
http://www.merkleinc.com/summit
http://www.rkgsummit.com

